
The present and presence.

This we have now

is not imagination.

This is not

grief or joy.

Not a judging state,

or an elation,

or sadness.

Those come

and go.

This is the presence

that doesn’t.

It’s dawn, Husam,

here in the splendor of coral,

inside the Friend the simple truth

of what Hallaj said.

What else could human beings want?

When grapes turn to wine,

they’re wanting

this.

When the night sky pours by,

it’s really a crowd of beggars,

and they all want some of this!

This

that we are now

created the body, cell by cell,

like bees building a honeycomb.

The human body and the universe

grew from this, not this

from the universe and the human body.

This is from a chapter on “majesty” in the book The Essential Rumi by Coleman Barks. There, Barks defines

Majesty: “ is that composite attention felt as a presence, dawn, a company of friends, a splendor that is prior to, and

the source of, the universe.”

I am not... my life story, the mind, the body, feelings, experiences of pain or pleasure, struggle, success, or failure.

I am not loneliness, stillness, frustration, or compassion. I am not even what I think is my purpose, the seeking, the

finding, or anything which is called a spiritual experience.



When I don’t know what I am I sanctify these experiences, take ownership of them and give them great significance.

I believe they mean something which, once understood, will provide me with answers and formulas. But these experiences

are only consciousness concealing and revealing itself in order to be recognized. When I know “what” I am I discover

that I am not existence; I am the presence which allows existence to be. Existence either blossoms in that presence or

reflects back my sense of separation.

– Tony Parsons from his book As It Is.

Attention is the medium that connects us with the changing rhythms of our body, mind, heart, and life. Attention

awakens us as we pay closer attention to all the details of our life and we discover that every breath, step, sound,

and thought can be a gateway to silence. Each moment that we are fully attentive, we are present in this moment

wholeheartedly. The joy, stillness, and depth we yearn for will not emerge from our memories of the past or our hopes

for the future, but in the present moment that we enter with sensitivity and wakefulness.

– Christina Feldman from her book Silence


